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SOME PROPERTIES OF ACYCLIC COMPOSITIONAL PROGRAMS 

Tetiana Parfirova, Vadim Vinnik 

Abstract: Structure, behaviour and properties of acyclic programs are investigated in methodological and 
mahematical framework of compositional programming. Relations of acyclic programs to sequantial-parallel and 
chain programs (defined in the previous authors’ papers) are investigated: any acyclic program can be 
transformed to an equivalent sequential-parallel program with extra usages of basic subroutines but without extra 
names (informally, enlarging the executable code but not enlarging data); acyclic program can be transformed to 
an equivalent chain program with extra names but without extra basic sunroutine usages (informally, this enlarges 
data but does not not enlarge the executable code); sequential composition of two acyclic programs can be 
thansformed to an equivalent acyclic program with either complex internal interconnections (though without extra 
subroutines) or with one additional subroutine (though with simple interconnections). 

Keywords: sequential composition, parallel composition, compositional programming, nominal function, acyclic 
program, sequential and parallel compositions. 

ACM Classification Keywords: D.1.4 Sequential Programming, D.2.4 Software/Program Verification, F.3.2 
Semantics of Programming Languages. 

Introduction 

Previous papers [Parfirova 2010a, Parfirova 2010b] cover structure, properties and behavior of a certain simple 
form of programs where subroutines work sequentially, data flow in one direction from predecessors to 
successors, without loopback. It was noticed that this principle is intrinsic to the large-scale structural level of 
information processing systems, in particular to software systems that support business activity and electronic 
document processing, organizational activity, education etc. Except this, it was shown [Parfirova 2009] that 
sequential type of structure and its corresponding principle of operation is the most transparent implementation of 
the reference model of interaction in terms of entity platform [Redko 2008a, Redko et al. 2008]. Two particular 
cases, sequential-parallel and chain systems were described and investigated in [Parfirova 2010b]; it was shown 
that systems of the first kind can be transformed to the second kind, and the transformation doesn’t introduce 
extra usages of subroutines to the compositional term that represents the system but requires extra names (used 
for temporary copies of data). The general model of acyclic programs is described in [Parfirova and Vinnik 2010]. 
The goal of this paper is to reveal some properties of acyclic programs and their relations to the previously 
investigated classes. 

Basic Notions: Compositional Programming 

According to compositional programming (CP) and entity platform created on its basis [Redko 1978, Redko 1998, 
Redko 2008, Redko et al. 2008], data objects are modelled by means of nominal sets (NS), whereas programs 
and their parts as data transformers are modelled as nominal functions (NF). 

Sets of all names and all detonates are designated as V  and D  respectively. V -NS is a finite functional1 binary 

relation VD  where VV . Note that, when   is a V -NS, Vv   is some name,  v  is the value of 

that name in the NS. Let us denote the set of all NSs as Ν . 

By definition, NF is a unary partial function of the form NN~ . NF is called V -ary if Vf Ddom , and 

 WV , -ary if, except this, Wf Drang , for some VWV, . Not all NFs have an arity. Function that has 

some arity is called polyary. Here and further we investigate polyary NFs only. 

                                                            
1There is also a branch of CP called compositional-nominative approach where functionality of NS is not 
required [Nikitchenko, 1999; Nikitchenko, 2009]. 
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Restriction is a  VUV , -ary NF V
U  (where VVU, , vertical bar means restriction of a relation by its 1st 

component on a given set): 

      UududuUV
U   ,|,| , VD .  

For some mapping VU : , renaming is a  UV, -ary NF   (where VVU, ):  

      Uuuu  |,  , VD .  

Substantially, this operation replaces names Vv   in NS   with new names Uu   such that   vu  . It 

should be noted that   does not have to be a one-to-one mapping. It means that one name from   can turn 

after renaming into several new names. From the definition, it directly follows that if WV   21 prpr  

(where ipr  means projection of a relation   by its i -th component) then      V
W  where   

means multiplication of unary functions (taking into account that NS   can be ragarded as a function that maps 
names to their denotates). 

The identical mapping of some set X  into itself is designated as   XxxxX  |,id . 

Overlapping is a binary operation such that, for any NSs   and  ,  

       1pr,,|,  ududu .  

Operations on nominal functions are called compositions. Substantially, compositions model composing a 
complex program from simpler programs, or subroutines. Two fundamental compositions will be important in the 
next sections: multiplication (model of sequential execution) and overlapping (models parallel execution) defined 
as follows: 

      fggf  ,  

       gfgf  .  

In the second formula,   in the left side denotes a composition (an operation on nominal functions) whereas in 
the right side it means operation on nominal sets; this should not confuse the reader because the context of this 
operation is always clear. Let NFs f  and g  be  11 VU , -ary and  22 VU , -ary respectively. Then gf   is a 

 21 VU , -ary NF if 21 UV   and totally undefined NF otherwise; gf   is  21 VVU , -ary NF if UUU  21  

and totally undefined otherwise. 

Sequential-Parallel and Chain Functions 

Notions of sequential-parallel and chain functions were first introduced in [Parfirova 2010a, Parfirova 2010b]. Let 
us briefly remind the main definitions and theorems that will be important int this work. 

Let   be some set of NFs. NF h  is called sequantial-parallel in basis   if it can be obtained from functions of 
the set   and functions V

U ,  , VD
id  by means of compositions   and  . 

Link with the kernel f  is NF of the form 

   
  ffh  





2

2

pr
prL  ,  

where  ,   are renaming mappings, VU : , '': VU  , where VVUVU ,,, . Instantially, the 

definition of the link means that some part of the input data, after selecting an appropriate part and renaming  , 

is passed to the kernel function f , and the rest of input data is passed to the output through a renaming  . The 

overlapping of these two parallel branches gives the link’s output. Note that ranaming   is applied to the whole 

input NS without excluding any names; except this, renaming can transform any input name to two or more output 
names. This means that renaming   can be used to create “backup copies” of the input data, see fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. Link 

Chain function in basis   (where   is a set of NFs) is a function of the form nhhhh  21  where 

every ih  ( ni ,,1 ) is a link with some kernel f . 

It is proved [Parfirova 2010a, Parfirova 2010b] that any, say  VU, -ary, sequential-parallel NF f  in basis   can 

be transformed into a chain function f̂  in the same basis with some arity  VU ˆ,  where VV ˆ , that is 

equivalent to f  up to extra names, i.e. V
Vff
ˆˆ   . 

Acyclic Functions 

Let us remind definitions [Parfirova and Vinnik 2010]. For an acyclic program consisting of n  subroutines, let us 
consider the input of the whole program as the output of its imaginary 0-th subroutine; in a dual way, the output of 
the whole program is considered as the input of its imaginary  1n -th subroutine. The determinative feature of 

acyclic programs is that relation act after (or use outputs of) is a partial ordering on the set of all its subroutines. 
This order can be considered as linear: for each i , j  where 10  nji , data transfer channel from the 

output of the i -th subroutine to the input of the j -th subroutine exists if and only if ji  . 

Suppose we have  ii VU , -ary NFs, ni ,1 , a set of names V  that will be also designated 0V , a set of 

names U  that will be also designated 1nU , and renaming mappings ij  for all ji,  where 10  nji . 

The mappings ij  can be regarded as an upper-right triangle matrix   (this matrix has 1n  rows and as many 

columns; row indices start with 0, and column indices start with 1). The following restrictions are imposed: 

 ij

n

ij

iV 2

1

1

pr




 , ni ,0 .  

 
1

0
1






j

i
ijjU pr , 11  nj , .  

By definition, acyclic NF is NF  nUV fff ,, 1
  such that for any V -ary NS   its value   f  is defined by 

the following equations (fig. 2) where  0 , 1 n : 

 iik

k

i
k  






1

0

, for 11  nk , ,  

 kkk f   , for nk ,1 .  

Note that i  is the value of if  (for ni 0 ), and i  (for 11  ni ) is the argument of if . 
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Fig. 2. Structure of an acyclic program, general case 

Relation of Acyclic NFs to Sequentially-Parallel NFs 

Considering features of acyclic NFs in general would require lots of technical details, so we will demonstrate 
these properties on some substantial examples. 

Statement 1. Not every acyclic NF is sequential-parallel — see fig. 3 with parameters listed in table 1. 

 
Fig 3. Example of an acyclic NF, that is not sequential-parallel 

Table 1: Arities iU , iV  and renamings ij . 

i  j  1 2 3 4 iV  

0  yxid ,     yid     yx,  

1 —  xid     xid   x  

2 — —  xid     x  

3 — — —  yid   y  

iU   yx,   x   yx,   yx,  — 

Statement 2. Every acyclic NF can be transformed into an equivalent sequential-parallel NF. This transformation 
increases number of basic functions usages in the compositional term but does not introduce extra names. For 
the acyclic NF from the previous example, we have the following equivalent sequentially-parallel NF (see fig. 4):  

 
     3211 fffff yx
x  ,   
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Apparently this sequentially-parallel NF has one extra usage of NF 1f . 

 
Fig 4. Sequentially-parallel NF equivalent to the acyclic NF 

Statement 3. Every acyclic NF could be transformed, without introducing extra usages of basic functions to the 
compositional term but possibly introducing extra names, into an equivalent (up to extra names) chain NF. 

Note that a weaker statement is trivial: indeed, every acyclic NF can be transformed to an equivalent sequential-
parallel NF due to statement 2 (with extra usages of basic functions), and the later can be transformed to an 
equivalent chain NF due to the main theorem from [Parfirova 2010b]. To avoid extra usages of basic functions, 
however, we shoud transform acyclic NF to chain NF directly. For the given example, the equivalent chain NF 
(where parameters i  and i  are shown in the table 2) is: 

       
 yxx

yxfffg ,,
,LLL   321

3

3

2

2

1

1








 .  

Table 2. Transformation to the chain NF 

i  i  i  

1  yyxx  ,   yyxx  ,  

2  yyxx  ,   xx   

3  yyxxxx  ,,    yyxx  ,  

This example is notable because it uses only one auxiliary name x . On the other hand, we are interested in a 
general method of transformation acyclic NFs to chain NFs. Let us explain the main idea of the method. Suppose 
some if  (including special case 0i  for the very input) has an output name, say x . Then the  1i -th link of 

the chain NF should rename x  to ix . Except this, every (say, k -th) link must preserve all names of the 

form jx , kj 0 , from its input. Therefore, the output of the k -th link consists of copies jx  of outputs of all 

previous subroutines and own outputs of kf . Thus, if the j -th subroutine uses output x  of the i -th subroutine 

when 1 ji  (i.e. if   xyji   for some name y ), the j -th link of the chain should rename ix  into y  

before applying kf . The only remaining special issue is the last link that restores names from the form ix  and 

assembles the final result. 

For the example above, this principle gives the following chain function with parameters shown in the table 3. 

         
 yxxxyx

yxfffg ,,,,,
,idLLLL 21004

4

3

3

2

2

1

1 321   
D











 .  

Table 3. Transformation to the chain NF 

i  i  i  

1  yyxx  00 ,   yyxx  ,  

2  xxyyxx  10000 ,,   xx   

3  xxxxyyxx  2110000 ,,,   0yyxx  ,  

4  yyxxxxxxyyxx  ,,,,, 122110000    
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Fig. 5. Sequential composition of acyclic programs as an acyclic program 

Statement 4. If f  and g  are both acyclic functions then their sequential composition gf   could be presented 

as an acyclic function as well. Let  mUV fff ,,, 1
 ,  nWU ggg ,,, 1

 ; then (see fig. 5) 

 nmWV ggffhgf U  ,,id,,,, 11 D

  with the following matrix of renamings: 
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In other words, 
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From this example one can see that gf   can be transformed to an equivalent acyclic function h  in such a way 

that the renaming matrix of h  is very simple but one additional (though trivial) subroutine is introduced to h . It 
can be shown that there is another option: no extra subroutines are introduced to h  but the renaming matrix is 
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not so simple. This should be regarded as an example of a common trade-off between simplicity of internal 
structure of a system vs. simplicity of interfaces between its subsystems. 

Conclusion 

The composition  UV ,  described above models a sequential data and control flow between parts of a program 

that does not contain loops. Its particular cases are sequantial programs, entirely parallel programs and various 
intermediate program structures that combine both parallel and sequential execution of statements. Finally, the 
model allows equivalent transformations by clear algebraic laws known from CP. 
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